CITATION M2
READY TO TAKE MORE, FARTHER

You’re ready for more speed, more range and more comfort — serious jet performance. The Cessna® Citation® M2® aircraft is ready for you. We designed this Citation to give you exactly what you asked for in a single-pilot light jet. Equipped with proven Williams International turbofans, the Citation M2 delivers fast, efficient trips with exceptional range. The interior is finished with category-leading craftsmanship and the latest cabin technology. A Garmin™ G3X™ flight deck provides an ideal single-pilot flying experience.

Maximum Range
1,550 nm

Maximum Cruise Speed
404 ktas

Maximum Passengers
7

Useful Load
3,810 lb

Takeoff Field Length
3,210 ft
EXCEPTIONAL CAPABILITIES

TOUCH-SCREEN AVIONICS
Norad’s capable proven G3XGT avionics offer touch-screen capabilities for intuitive control and easy operation.

CLUB CONFIGURATION
Aesthetics and comfort are standard aboard the Citation M2. The cabin features a club configuration plus a side-facing seat.

EFFICIENT ENGINES
Williams engines deliver reliable, efficient maintenance and lower direct operating costs.

EXTENDED RANGE
A cross-country combination of extended range and high and hot takeoff field length gives you more landing options.

STATE-OF-THE-ART AUTOPILOT SYSTEM
The autopilot system makes flying easy, consistent and enjoyable.

POWERPLANT
Manufacturer: Williams International
Model: (2) FJ44-1AP-21
Thrust: 1,965 lb per engine

PERFORMANCE
Takeoff Field Length (MTOW): 3,210 ft / 978 m
Time to Climb: FL410 in 24 min
Max Cruise Speed: 404 ktas / 748 km/h
Max Range (Ferry, LRC): 1,550 nm / 2,871 km

CITATION M2 SPECIFICATIONS

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS
- Cabin Height: 57 in / 1.45 m
- Cabin Width: 58 in / 1.47 m
- Cabin Length: 11 ft / 3.35 m
- Baggage Capacity: 725 lb / 329 kg

WEIGHTS
- Max Takeoff: 10,700 lb / 4,853 kg
- Basic Operating: 6,990 lb / 3,171 kg
- Useful Load: 3,810 lb / 1,728 kg
- Max Occupants: 8

MAX OCCUPANTS: 8

POWERPLANT
Manufacturer: Williams International
Model: (2) FJ44-1AP-21
Thrust: 1,965 lb per engine

PERFORMANCE
Takeoff Field Length (MTOW): 3,210 ft / 978 m
Time to Climb: FL410 in 24 min
Max Cruise Speed: 404 ktas / 748 km/h
Max Range (Ferry, LRC): 1,550 nm / 2,871 km

Performance data is based on standard conditions with zero wind. Performance assumes a level, hard-surface, dry runway. Range is based on a ferry mission at NBAA IFR reserve (100 nm).
KEEP YOUR EYES ON THE MISSION

Featuring user-friendly touch screens, the Garmin G3000 avionics offer intuitive control. The Synthetic Vision Technology (SVT™) display provides a clear, concise picture of your flying environment. Designed with the single pilot in mind, the ergonomic flight deck makes every control available at a glance, increasing your efficiency and reducing your workload.

PILOTING AT A TOUCH

The GTC 570, a glass touch-screen controller, is the primary connection for the Garmin G3000 system. This icon-driven system enables easier flight plan storage and access to diagnostics and weather management systems. Functions are easy to locate, allowing you more time heads-up and looking forward.
TRAVEL IN STYLE AND COMFORT

The Citation M2’s interior is equally elegant and comfortable. Eight large windows emphasize the spaciousness of the cabin. The interior layout provides seating for up to seven passengers, who can work and relax while staying connected with optional high-speed internet and phone.

CONNECTIVITY AND CONTROL

The optional cabin management system provides intelligent cabin control on your personal device. Stay entertained during flight with streaming audio and video. The moving map will keep you updated on your travel progress.
MATCH YOUR COMFORT WITH YOUR MISSION

Standard seating

Optional seating

Executive tables stow neatly
Fully tracking swing-out seats

Eight large windows

Standard belted flushing lavatory

Large refreshment center

FLEXIBILITY TO MEET YOUR NEEDS

Additional storage is optional. The standard side-facing seat may be replaced with a cabinet that includes four large drawers.
TAKE COMMAND OF YOUR TRAINING

Get ready to train with the best. TRU Simulation + Training delivers an immersive experience for Citation M2 pilots. Step inside state-of-the-art simulators, and take advantage of online resources to keep your skills sharp all year long.

TRU SIMULATION + TRAINING
• The most true-to-life simulators in the industry with record, playback and demo capabilities that make learning easy and enjoyable.
• Fifty percent more training time in Level-D full-flight simulators and FTDs.
• One-on-one guidance from active, high-time pilot instructors with recent operational experience.
• FAA-approved online courses.
• Freedom to attend ground school from home and spend fewer days training on-site.

CONVENIENT, YEAR-ROUND CURRENCY
Study on your own time, at your own pace. With TRU’s Current 365™ program, you can maintain currency throughout the year, get courseware sent right to your email, and train when and where you want.

Be the best pilot you can be. Get started at TRUSimulation.com.

SERVICE ANYTIME, ANYWHERE

With you as our focus, we are fully committed to servicing your Citation M2. You can count on Textron Aviation to be by your side with superior parts availability, competitive pricing and a robust distribution system. The support you receive is always factory-direct and available for you 24 hours a day.

HIGHLIGHTS FROM OUR SERVICE NETWORK
• Textron Aviation has the farthest-reaching network of company-owned service centers.
• AOG support is just 1CALL away. Dial a single number for diagnostic expertise, mobile service units and airborne response to remote locations.
• Our parts inventory is 19 million strong, covering your aircraft from nose to tail.
• We ship 99.6 percent of parts in stock the same day you order them.

VISIT SERVICE.TEXAV.COM TO LEARN MORE.
We advance the market by leveraging the latest technology in our Beechcraft®, Cessna and Hawker® aircraft. These cornerstone brands account for more than half of all general aviation aircraft flying today.

We have delivered more than 250,000 aircraft, exceeding 150 million flight hours in over 170 countries. In the last five years, more than 10 new Textron Aviation products have been certified and delivered. We continue to lead the market with the widest-ranging offerings available to customers.

Our portfolio features Citation aircraft, the world’s best-selling business jets; King Air® and Caravan® aircraft, both class-leading turboprops; and advanced piston aircraft for transport and efficient pilot training.